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Abstract: In the context of Disease X risks, how governments and public health authorities make
policy choices in response to potential epidemics has become a topic of increasing concern. The
tightness of epidemic prevention policies is related to the effectiveness of the implementation of
measures, while the organizational cognition of epidemic risks is related to the rationality of policy
choices. During the three years of COVID-19, the Chinese government constantly adjusted the
tightness of its prevention policies as awareness of the epidemic risk improved. Therefore, based on
the epidemic risk organizational cognition model, the key nodes that affect the tightness of epidemic
prevention policies can be explored to find the organizational behavior rules behind the selection of
prevention policies. Firstly, through observing the adjustments made to the Chinese government’s
prevention strategies during the epidemic, a time-series cross-case comparative analysis reveals
how policy tightness shifted from stringent to lenient. This shift coincided with the organizational
cognition of epidemic risk evolving from vague to clear. Secondly, by building the “knowledge-
cognition” coordinate system to draw the organizational cognition spiral of epidemic risk, it is clear
that the changes in the tightness of the prevention policies mainly came from the internalization
and externalization of knowledge such as epidemic risk characteristics to promote the level of
organizational cognition, which is manifested as expansion and deepening. Thirdly, the node changes
in the interaction between organizational cognition development and policy choice proved that
different stages of the epidemic had diverse environmental parameters. Moreover, as the epidemic
nears its end, the focus of policy tightness is shifting from policy objectives to policy implementation
around governance tools. The results indicate that organizational cognition of epidemic risk exhibits
significant stages and periodicity. Additionally, epidemic risk characteristics, environmental coupling,
and governance tools are crucial factors in determining the tightness of epidemic prevention policies.

Keywords: organization cognition; policy selection; crisis learning; temporal cross-case comparative
analysis; COVID-19

1. Introduction

The sustainability of organizational operation is an important research direction in
organizational behavior [1]. It is a key task for public health organizations to adjust the
leniency of epidemic prevention and control measures to ensure the sustainability of organi-
zational behavior. In early 2024, WHO Director-General Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus [2]
issued a public warning about the possibility of an outbreak of Disease X, which is not
a specific disease but an infectious disease caused by an unknown pathogen that could
lead to a global pandemic [3]. In this context, it is necessary to conduct a comprehensive
review of the COVID-19 pandemic in previous years, identify key items affecting the rigor
of epidemic prevention and control policies, and explore their role in the sustainable devel-
opment of public health organizations from the perspective of organizational cognition.
In 2020, the Chinese government classified COVID-19 as a Class B infectious disease but
managed it as a Class A, authorizing local authorities to impose a lockdown and other
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restrictions [4]. How to formulate the decision-making mechanism of epidemic prevention
policy selection became a major research topic in public policy management at that time.
Therefore, in the face of the possible threat of Disease X, the ability to form a scientific
and efficient dynamic epidemic control policy is particularly critical, and organizational
cognition [5], as an important driving force for policy adjustment, has become a research
path with which to explore this issue.

From December 2019 to December 2022, the COVID-19 epidemic continued to fluc-
tuate in China. From the perspective of organizational cognition, Chinese public health
organizations’ perceptions of epidemic risk had shifted from vague to clear during the
Wuhan epidemic, from clear to precise during the Shanghai epidemic, and from specific
to comprehensive during the winter epidemic in 2022. Influenced by the organizations’
perceptions, from the perspective of policy flexibility, the Chinese government’s epidemic
risk prevention policy has shifted from initial comprehensive tight control to mid-term
precise tight control, and then to comprehensive relaxation. In the course of a relatively
complete epidemic life cycle, the epidemic risk cognition of public health organizations
continues to evolve and develop, and the prevention policy choices of epidemic risk con-
tinue to adjust accordingly. The study aims to explore the organizational behavioral laws of
public health organizations in adjusting the tightness of epidemic prevention policies, so as
to provide proactive theoretical groundwork for the increasing possibility of a widespread
Disease X pandemic. To accomplish this aim, the study sets out the following objectives:
first, to reveal how prevention policy tightness shifted from stringent to lenient in the
COVID-19 epidemic with a time-series cross-case comparative analysis; second, to con-
struct a “knowledge-cognition” binary coordinate system and plot the spiral curve of
organizational cognition for epidemic risk by using conceptual modeling; third, to identify
crucial process intersections of organizational cognition and policy selection, and to explicit
the different impacts of the nodes on the choice of policy tightness at different stages of
the epidemic.

2. Literature Review

With the development of the global social economy, while embracing the new era,
human beings have also entered a risk society where various complex emergencies cross
over. Three years of regular epidemic prevention shows that public policies involve all
aspects of society and affect almost everyone’s daily life.

2.1. Research on Public Policy Choice

Public policy is a set of related decisions made by public organizations and their
behavioral subjects in specific situations. In principle, these policies are within the capacity
of the action subjects [6], which are mainly manifested as public value orientation, public
problem orientation, and public power enforcement. In the practice of COVID-19 preven-
tion, how to select appropriate policy tools according to the risk situation of the epidemic
and socioeconomic situation has become a hot topic, so policy selection has become a major
issue of research in related fields.

1. In terms of the participants of policy choice, it has become a consensus that multi-
agent participation supports the rationality of policy choice, and active participation
incentive and function matching as well as participants’ risk perception ability and
knowledge level have positive effects on multi-participation [7–9];

2. In terms of the basis for policy selection, the determination of epidemic prevention
policies not only relies on sufficient and abundant relevant information but also
depends on the characteristics of policy objects, the background of policy implemen-
tation, and the support of various regulatory mechanisms [10–12];

3. In terms of the process of policy selection, the general process mainly includes envi-
ronment and object evaluation, system cost evaluation, and policy tool simulation,
among which the opening and evolution of the policy selection process are not only
affected by object positioning but also by stakeholders [13–15];
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4. In terms of tools for policy choice, scholars have conducted objective and specific
discussions on such policy choice tools such as information tools, technology tools,
and regulation tools based on specific cases, including not only the tool choice mode
of m/n but also the tool combination mode of Cnm [16–18].

2.2. Research on Organizational Cognition

Due to the increase in uncertainty and the risk amplification effect in modern society,
the internal perception displayed by organizations may affect the choice of risk preven-
tion policies, and such complex and diversified risk perception formed in different social
backgrounds is organizational cognition [19]. In addition to the influence of individual
knowledge conservation, perceptual experience and value orientation also play an im-
portant role [20]. At the same time, the combined effects of social environment, cultural
background, individual attitude, and other factors can enhance or weaken organizational
risk perception (see Table 1).

Table 1. Summary of research views on organizational cognition.

Category Viewpoint Author

Cognitive
Subject

The main body of organizational cognition
presents the trend of diversification. Maule, 2004 [21]

Senior managers play the role of cognitive
leaders in organizational cognition. Matysiak etc., 2018 [22]

The demographic characteristics and power
structure of the subject affect
organizational cognition.

Mol etc., 2015 [23]

Cognitive
Process

Organizational cognition is the process of the
member’s implicit mind from generation
to explicit.

Hartmann etc., 2006 [24]

Sufficient communication plays a positive role
in the formation and transformation of
shared emotions.

Muthusamy, 2019 [25]

Member-distributed cognition plays a special
role in the formation of
organizational cognition.

Jensen etc., 2022 [26]

Organizational
Culture

The interaction of value orientation and
emotional attitude determines the direction of
organizational cognition.

Eveland etc., 2013 [27]

Diverse organizational cultures have different
promoting effects on organizational
cognitive motivation.

Duan etc., 2022 [28]

The culture can be manifested as
organizational learning, shared mind,
interactive memory, and psychological climate.

Islam, 2015 [29]

Environmental
Impact

The intensity of external risk can significantly
stimulate the initiative of
organizational cognition.

Gupta etc., 2012 [30]

Organizational cognition should actively
respond to the changes in the dynamic
external environment.

Maran etc., 2022 [31]

Historical experience is conducive to the
formation of good new cognition in an
abnormal environment.

Nayak etc., 2020 [32]
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First of all, under the social amplification effect of risk, the participants of organi-
zational risk cognition are diversified [21]. The individual characteristics, heterogeneity,
and power structure of the main team will affect organizational cognition [22,23]. Sec-
ondly, organizational cognition is the process from internalization to externalization of the
shared mind of organizational members [24], wherein active and sufficient organizational
communication plays a positive role in the learning and transformation of the shared
emotional journey and knowledge information of members in the process of organizational
cognition [25], while distributed cognition of organization members plays a special role
of decoupling in the formation of organizational cognition [26]. Thirdly, the interactive
atmosphere of risk preference, value orientation, and emotional attitude jointly determines
the overall trend of organizational cognition [27]. For example, collectivist organizational
culture can strengthen the positive relationship between members and leaders [28]. It
mainly includes collective cognition, organizational learning, shared mind, interactive
memory, and psychological climate [29]. Finally, internal and external environmental
factors will affect organizational cognition, among which the intensity of external risks
will significantly stimulate the enthusiasm of organizational cognition [30]. Organizational
cognition guided by senior managers should take the initiative to respond to the constantly
dynamic external environment [31], and the organization’s experiences will help to form
good new cognition in an abnormal environment or crisis situation [32].

To sum up, in the epidemic risk management scenario, policy selection refers to the
process of multiple subjects selecting and combining various policy tools such as regulation,
technology, and information based on various supporting mechanisms on the premise
of mastering epidemic risk information. Organizational cognition is the perception and
judgment of epidemic risk formed by organizations under the dual influence of individual
and social environments. To promote survival and development, the organizations will
constantly deal with various external information, actively absorb external information,
respond to changes in the external environment, and constantly adjust their own practices to
adapt to various changes in information from the external environment, with organizational
crisis learning behavior being the link between the two [33]. In order to better explore this
process, this study will build an interactive model of organizational cognition and policy
choice based on multi-case comparative analysis.

3. Epidemic Prevention Policy Selection in the Evolution of Organizational Cognition
3.1. Research Design

As shown in Figure 1, this study aims to explore the organizational factors that affect
the scale of epidemic prevention policies. Utilizing CCA and TSA as the methodological
approach, we selected three distinct epidemic cases for comparison: the Wuhan epidemic
of 2019–2020, the Shanghai epidemic of 2022, and the winter epidemic in mainland China
in 2022. Through a conceptual abstraction process, the concept of “Epidemic Risk Orga-
nizational Cognition” was derived and an interactive model of organizational cognition
and policy choice was constructed. Then, the factors influencing the selection of epidemic
prevention policy scales were identified through analysis of the policy choice node.

3.1.1. Fusion of Methods

This study requires a combination of qualitative methods. Policy measures are often
formulated and implemented in a specific context, and over time, they may produce
different effects, so time series analysis can be selected to reveal the law of this process.
Cross-case comparative analysis, as a qualitative analysis method, can directly show the
similarities and differences in policy choices in different epidemic cases.

• Time series analysis (TSA) decomposes an event into trend, cycle, period, and unstable
factors. It emphasizes the extraction of relevant event features and the analysis of its
change process and development mode through continuous observation of a region
within a certain period of time [34].
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• Cross-case comparative analysis (CCA) would be used to explore the common factors
and individual factors in epidemic risk organizational cognition by sorting out the
homogeneous elements and the heterogeneous elements in different cases [35].
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Although TSA can show the time process, it can only consider the same sample index.
Although CCA can compare the characteristics of different case events, it cannot investigate
their time development attributes. Therefore, this paper combines TSA and CCA and
uses temporal cross-case comparative analysis (TSCCA) to explore the ontological event
characteristics and the evolution of policy selection in different phases of the epidemic.

3.1.2. Case Selection

The Wuhan epidemic in 2019–2020, the Shanghai epidemic in 2022, and the winter
epidemic in mainland China in 2022 are selected as study cases. Firstly, the selection of
cases should be sequential, and the case events should be selected according to the time
series of the outbreak. The three alternative cases are located at the beginning, middle,
and end of the whole life cycle of the epidemic, respectively, and the development process
of the epidemic risk organization cognition and the characteristics of policy selection in
different stages can be investigated. Secondly, the selection of cases should be comparable.
The spaces where the cases were located not only had similar social and economic functions
and population characteristics but also relatively consistent administrative management
modes, so the impact of noise can be eliminated as far as possible. Finally, the selection of
cases should be representative, and the three cases are significantly representative of the
whole epidemic cycle. The Wuhan epidemic is at the beginning of the cycle, and awareness
of the prevention policy of emerging infectious diseases shifts from vague to clear; the
Shanghai epidemic is at the stage of normal control, and risk awareness and institutional
oversight are typical of normal prevention. The winter of 2022 was the period with the
highest number of COVID-19 infections in China since the outbreak, and changes in various
epidemic data have guided the adjustment of policy choices.

3.2. Selection Process of Epidemic Risk Prevention Policy

The information and characteristic attributes of moderate epidemic risk prevention
policy selection in the three cases were summarized (see Table 2). In terms of the temporal
and spatial attributes of the policy choices, the three epidemic prevention policy choices
were respectively made at the early, middle, and late stages of the epidemic life cycle.
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Table 2. Epidemic characteristics and prevention policies in cases.

Code Case <1> Case <2> Case <3>

Name Wuhan epidemic Shanghai epidemic Outbreak in winter 2022

Synopsis

In December 2019, Wuhan
erupted with an unknown

pneumonia. The epidemic lasted
for over 3 months. By 8 April
2020, 50,008 people had been
infected and 2574 had died.

The outbreak of COVID-19 in
Shanghai began in March 2022

and lasted for about three months.
As of 18 May, 57,260 people had
been infected and 276 had died.

In November 2022, the number of
asymptomatic patients soared,

and the epidemic peak lasted over
a month, with 136,689 infections
and 15 deaths as of 25 December.

Virus intensity strong Middle weak

Epidemic feature new outbreak virus variation environmental change

Stage position initial middle to late terminal

Major policy Lockdown Static Management Class as B and Treat as B

Area Wuhan City Shanghai City Chinese mainland

Mode administrative order contingency plan System improvement

Response 1/2 week 3 weeks 4 weeks

Cognitive process ambiguous→distinct superficial→essential focused→general

Policy scale tightest tighter looser

Policy feature moving administrative enforcing hierarchical classification shift of focus

Policy function epidemic risk prevention epidemic risk prevention
ensuring regional stability

epidemic risk prevention
regional development

socioeconomic recovery

Footnote: The epidemic information is from the website of the National Health Commission of PRC, www.nhc.
gov.cn (accessed on 7 January 2024).

The Lockdown and Static Management in the first two cases were regional decisions
made by the local government based on the urgency of the local epidemic risk prevention
situation. Class as B and Treat as B is a policy change made by the central government
based on the latest epidemic prevention control situation research. From the perspective of
policy features and functions, the initial lockdown strategy did not have clear institutional
arrangements in the early stages. It was a temporary prevention strategy implemented
by mandatory administrative orders, with the sole goal of stopping the transmission
path of epidemic risk. Later, this mode of prevention was institutionalized into a static
management mode covering the whole region, and each region formulated a specific
disposal plan according to its own situation, in addition to preventing risks to ensure the
normal order of social livelihood [36].

At the end of the epidemic, with major changes in the characteristics of the epidemic,
the competent ministries changed the focus of prevention to key groups and social and
economic recovery by revising the overall epidemic prevention plan. In terms of pol-
icy implementation consequences and tightness, according to the time order, the policy
tightness in the three cases is reflected in the process of tightening to loosening, among
which the closed prevention mode of full static management is in the critical period of the
transformation of epidemic characteristics [37].

3.3. Stage Division of Epidemic Risk Organizational Cognition

According to the case analysis, it can be seen that in different periods of the COVID-19
epidemic, the governing bodies responded to the epidemic with different policy tightness.
On the one hand, the level of organizational cognition will continue to improve with the
expansion of knowledge breadth and depth. On the other hand, it also fluctuates according
to the change in governance and cognitive environment, that is, the cognitive level increases

www.nhc.gov.cn
www.nhc.gov.cn
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when the cognition adapts to the environment and the cognitive level decreases when the
cognition does not adapt to the environment.

In this process, policy tightness, as an explicit indicator, showed non-linearity in the
epidemic cycle (see Figure 2) for two main reasons. First, epidemic prevention and control
policies mainly came from administrative orders and existing regulations, which were
mandatory, so they showed a transition in policy tightness at a certain point in time. Second,
epidemic risk prevention and control policies need to be adjusted according to the change
in risk situation. Therefore, in the face of existing risks, there will not only be a tightening
of policy in severe situations but also policy easing in a slowing situation.
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Figure 2. Organizational cognition stage of epidemic risk based on the policy choice process. (A) The
epidemic prevention policies tightness curves in the three cases are shown in stages; (B) The epidemic
risk organizational cognition curves in the three cases are shown in stages.

• Red Curve: Discontinuity point (a) comes from the government’s advocacy for resi-
dents to maintain good health habits in public places, which belongs to the guiding
policy; discontinuity point (b) is derived from the formal definition of the human-to-
human transmission characteristics of COVID-19, which is manifested as the imple-
mentation of a Lockdown in Wuhan; discontinuity point (c) stems from the initial
solution of the early epidemic and the “lifting of the lockdown” strategy, but it still
maintains a policy tightening far beyond that before the outbreak of the epidemic.

• Blue Curve: Discontinuity point (a) comes from a series of closed control measures
according to the emergency plan because of the fact that the key units were affected
by the imported epidemic; discontinuity points (b,c) originated from the Static Man-
agement in Shanghai after the sharp increase in the number of infections and deaths,
which has the hierarchical and classified attributes; discontinuity points (d,e,f ) come
from the step-by-step lifting of the Static Management, but in order to continue to
control the epidemic risk, the policy tightness remains at a relatively high position.

• Green Curve: discontinuity point (a) originated from the quickly implemented risk
hierarchical control and dynamic zero clearance strategy for responding to the winter
epidemic on the Chinese mainland in 2022, so the curve after the discontinuity point is
slightly lower than that of the first two cases; discontinuity point (b) originated from the
Category B and B control policies issued by the National Health Commission. Because
the epidemic situation and virus characteristics at that time were comprehensively
analyzed and judged, the intensity of the new mutant virus dropped significantly [38].
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According to the discontinuity points in the policy tightness curve in Figure 2, it can
be found that the epidemic risk prevention and control process in the three epidemic cases
can be divided into the policy selection process, including the emergency response period,
the risk prevention and control period, and the end recovery period. According to the
stages of the policy selection process, four stages of organizational cognition of epidemic
risk can be obtained.

• In the fuzzy cognition stage, for the new epidemic, the cognition level is positively
correlated with the time course. However, due to the lack of control over the epi-
demic situation and virus information, the slope of the curve is small. For the late-
onset epidemic, due to changes in the background such as virus mutation, social and
economic impact, and the resilience of disaster-bearing bodies, the cognition of epi-
demic risk organizations shows a certain degree of inadaptation [39], so the cognition
curve decreases.

• In the key cognition stage, with the progress of the epidemic in Wuhan and Shanghai
and the enrichment of relevant information, organizational cognition on the risk of the
epidemic began to evolve, which was reflected in the improvement of the slope of the
cognition curve, that is, the curve had an inflection point.

• In the stage of deepening cognition, since the change in the direction of policy choice
in the winter of 2022 is an innovation, it takes a longer and more stable time to analyze
the risk situation of the epidemic. Therefore, the inflection points in the third case
occurred at the stage of deepening cognition. The overall cognitive performance of the
epidemic prevention model in the latter two cases was gradually internalized as part
of the organizational culture.

Based on the cognitive process of epidemic risk organizations obtained in the case
comparison, we can further explore the process mechanism of epidemic risk organizational
cognition and the key nodes for cognition to guide policy choices.

4. Organizational Cognition Nodes of Epidemic Risk Based on the
Knowledge—Cognition Dimension

Looking back at the process of regular epidemic prevention and control in the past
three years, risk prevention and control policies have gone through a cycle from loose to
tight and then loose. Therefore, it is necessary to abstract the organizational cognition stage
in the original case to explore the general process of organizational cognition of epidemic
risk, namely the key nodes, and provide a theoretical tool for the possible future epidemic
risk and the upgrading direction of organizational cognition.

4.1. Organizational Cognition Process of Epidemic Risk
4.1.1. Dimensions of Cognition and Knowledge

Cognitive process theory divides cognitive levels into breadth and depth [40]. The
breadth of epidemic risk organization cognition is mainly related to the scope of epidemic
risk knowledge and information. In the process of epidemic prevention and control, there
will not only be many traditional risk types but also some new risk sources and risk
transmission channels with the emergence of new epidemics. In the limited response time,
the organization should first grasp the necessary knowledge. At the same time, the depth
of organizational cognition of epidemic risk is mainly related to the essential characteristics
and development laws of epidemic risk (see Figure 3).

The study of organizational behavior divides the knowledge transformation behavior
on which the improvement of organizational capability depends into two modes: knowl-
edge internalization and knowledge externalization [41]. In the process of crisis learning of
organizational cognition, this behavior is mainly divided into the upgrading and supple-
menting of knowledge and skills, the forward-looking understanding of the epidemic risk
situation, and the strengthening of the epidemic knowledge system [42]. In the process of
knowledge transformation, the organization first internalizes the organizational behavior
basis by absorbing experience and then feeding back into epidemic risk prevention and
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control practice. It can be seen that the process of deep and broad expansion of cognition
and the process of internalization and transformation of knowledge are both shown as
spiral cycle modes.
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4.1.2. Organizational Cognitive Spiral Balanced by Knowledge and Cognition

Knowledge internalization refers to the experience and lessons absorbed by the
organization from management of the epidemic, which are integrated into its own
institutional goal relationship attributes through the organizational mechanism and
become the shared mind that members of the organization must abide by. Knowledge
externalization refers to the application of internalized knowledge as organizational
cognition to the outside of the organization, such as in the practice of epidemic risk
management, to find problems and seek opportunities for cognitive evolution and
improvement [43]. As shown in Figure 3, the generation and development process
of organizational cognition is the process of the continuous spiral development of
the organizational cognition level around the internalization and externalization of
knowledge. Among them, the horizontal axis refers to the knowledge dimension, and
organizational learning behavior is divided into two processes of internalization and
externalization of knowledge through the origin. The organizational cognitive level
referred to by the vertical axis is endowed with the meaning of dynamic evaluation, that
is, every time an organization experiences knowledge externalization, it will always find
the inadaptability of the existing cognitive level, thus obtaining the goal of organizational
cognitive development and promoting the curve of the organizational cognitive level to
the next quadrant.

4.2. Key Nodes in the Organization Cognition Process of Epidemic Risk

The generation and development of organizational cognition provide a logical starting
point for better guiding organizational behavior, while the evolution and upgrading of
organizational cognition provide a long-term mechanism for realizing the self-optimization
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of organizations. The key times of the three groups of epidemic cases can correspond
to the nodes of the organizational cognitive spiral, thus forming a comparison table of
organizational cognitive node information (see Table 3). Therefore, through the node
information, event characteristics can be summarized in the whole organizational cognitive
cycle and four types of key nodes can be summarized, namely, the startup node, the
development node, the evolution node, and the feedback node (see Figure 4).
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Table 3. Information of epidemic risk organization cognition nodes in the cases.

Node Case <1> Case <2> Case <3>

Launch
Interior Monitoring and

reporting mechanism
Implementing

contingency plan
Concept of precise

epidemic prevention

Exterior Preventing
unknown pneumonia

Guarding against
imported risks

Response to
multiple outbreaks

Development
Breadth Expanding epidemic

information channels
Multiple impacts of
prevention policies

Socioeconomic
forecasting

Depth Mining virus signatures Finding virus mutation Finding the decrease
in virus intensity

Evolution
Technique Developing health code Applying AI technology Promote nucleic

acid self-testing

Regime Revising prevention
and control plan

Implementing
global static control

Executing Class as B
and Treat as B

Retroaction
Experience Resource integration

and rapid response
Risk prevention
by classification

Adjusting the policy
tightness

Lesson Single communication
Channel

Incomprehensive
initial cognition

Inadequate supporting
measures
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• Cognitive initiation node: The risk preference, personal characteristics, and profes-
sional ability of the management will dominate the cognitive priming. The overall risk
cognition level and execution ability of grass-roots members determine the realization
of organizational risk management performance. The relationship attributes, process
mechanism, and resource matching of organizational operations restrict the initiation
efficiency of organizational cognition. In Case <1>, organizational cognition initiation
comes from the normal epidemic risk monitoring and reporting mechanism. The
existing organizational culture rich in awareness of innovation, risk, and development
is not only reflected in explicit rules and regulations (such as the emergency plan
launched in Case <2>) but also in the implicit organizational atmosphere (such as the
precipitation of the concept of precise epidemic prevention in each organization in
Case <3>). The stimulation of external factors is reflected in the following two aspects:
the organizational needs are internalized in the operation of the organization, and the
organization tracks and evaluates the changes in various social and economic fields
based on the policy goals and guides the cognitive direction. For example, in Case
<1>, the government started the organizational cognitive upgrading in response to the
unknown pneumonia epidemic.

• Cognitive development node: Cognitive development nodes come from the intersec-
tion of the organizational cognitive spiral and cognitive breadth and depth. When
organizations perceive epidemic risk information for the first time, they should first
make clear what knowledge and information they should master, that is, come to the
node of cognitive breadth. In Case <1>, before upgrading organizational cognition,
governments first mastered the necessary knowledge and skills, such as risk source
information, virus information, and transmission path, etc. The next step is to explore
the essential characteristics and development rules of epidemic risk based on extensive
cognition, that is, to come to the node of cognition depth. After the epidemic risk is
monitored, the cognitive scope is further expanded through in-depth understanding,
and then it enters a virtuous cycle of continuous improvement in the breadth and
depth of cognition.

• Cognitive evolution node: The evolution of organizational cognition is reflected in
the global changes within the organization affected by various factors, including
institutional innovation and technological innovation. In epidemic risk perception,
there is an interaction between various factors such as the organizational system,
culture, and background. Organizations constantly assimilate external information
into their own cognitive structure and constantly change their cognitive structure
to adapt to the external environment. Among them, technological tool innovation
is not only the result of cognitive evolution but also the support of institutional
improvement, such as the makeshift hospital and health code technology in Case <1>
and AI technology in Case <2>.

• Cognitive retroaction node: the cognitive retroaction node comes from the intersection
of the organizational cognitive spiral curve and the knowledge externalization axis.
As part of the dynamic cognitive system, feedback can not only reduce the cognitive
differences within and outside the organization through practical interaction but also
provide experiences or lessons for improving cognition. At the same time, feedback can
also make the organization more active in understanding the required content, what
good performance is, and the effort required to achieve the corresponding standard.

5. Key Points Selection of Epidemic Risk Prevention Policy Based on
Organizational Cognition
5.1. Interaction between Organizational Cognition and Policy Choice

Taking an overview of the change process of epidemic prevention and control policies
in the cases, policy selection requires the study and judgment of policy objects, the policy
environment, and policy tools in turn, and finally, the policy selection result is determined
through the policy process before implementation. At the same time, through the ab-
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stract process of organizational cognition, it can be seen that the process of organizational
cognition of epidemic risk is divided into four successive and spiral cycle modules: knowl-
edge breadth setting, organizational internalization of knowledge, in-depth exploration
of knowledge, and organizational externalization of knowledge. By corresponding the
above two to each other according to different modules and links, the interactive logic of
organizational cognition and policy choice in the context of epidemic risk can be sorted out
(see Figure 5).
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In different stages of the epidemic, the focus of policy selection is different. First, in
the emergency period of the epidemic, the focus of policy selection is the policy object.
The organization carries out risk cognition around risk sources, risk attributes, and target
groups, and selects policy tools to implement risk prevention and control strategies based
on this. Secondly, during the normal control period of the epidemic, policy choices focus on
environmental changes and the innovation of technical tools. Finally, in the recovery period
at the end of the epidemic, the focus of policy choices is the systematic reconstruction
of organizational cognition. On the whole, the policy choice of epidemic risk prevention
must go through the organizational cognition process of objectives, the environment, tools,
and systems.

The policy object module is the starting point for organizational cognition (Figure 6a).
In the SE quadrant of the spiral coordinate system of organizational cognition, organiza-
tional cognition begins to generate. First, the categories of knowledge and information
that need to be defined, including risk source information, epidemic information, and
policy target groups, are determined. Then, it enters the SI quadrant of the cognitive spiral.
Through the internalization of the fuzzy epidemic information, a consensus is reached on
the initial understanding of the policy object within and between organizations. As we
enter the DI quadrant of the cognitive spiral, through the collection of existing information
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and organizational experience, the risk sources, risk attributes, and target groups of the
epidemic are clarified to a certain extent. After that, organizational cognition enters the last
link of the single cycle, the DE quadrant, which realizes the externalization of knowledge
and the test of existing cognition through epidemiological investigation, early implemen-
tation of risk prevention and control strategies, and medical research. In the whole life
cycle of the epidemic, this spiral of cognition is constantly repeated. Through a virtuous
cycle, the transition of organizational cognition from vagueness to clarity and the scientific
effectiveness of policy choices are realized.
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The policy environment module is an extension of organizational cognition (Figure 6b).
Given the established policy background, the cognitive spiral starts in quadrant ES, that
is, the response of the existing institutional background and ideology in the epidemic
risk situation. Therefore, the organization can find the inadaptability and inadequacy of
the existing institutional system at the breadth level. Then, it enters into the CI quadrant
to absorb this maladaptive cognition. Through the internalization of knowledge and
the realization of a shared mind, a new depth of organizational cognition is formed to
introduce the cognitive spiral into the DI quadrant. Finally, organizational cognition after
this development will form a new policy choice model and feed back to the next stage of
epidemic risk prevention and control, that is, to realize the externalization of knowledge.

The policy tool module is the evolution of organizational cognition (Figure 6c). The
choice of policy tools should first be based on the study and judgment of the current
epidemic risk situation, that is to say, the conditions for the choice of policy tools should be
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clarified. Therefore, the organizational cognitive spiral first starts from the experience and
lessons gained from the externalization of the existing knowledge, namely, the ES quadrant.
On this basis, organizations begin to select available policy tools, so it is necessary to
clarify their characteristics and attributes, including compulsion, tightness, diversity, and
combination, etc. This process is mainly reflected in the organization’s internal sorting of
existing cognition, so it also introduces organizational cognition into the CI quadrant. After
research on and judgment of the decision-making level of the organization, the organization
further conducts in-depth research and judgment on the applicability and core laws of
policy tools to achieve the improvement of policy tools and the deepening of organizational
cognition, and then the appropriate combination of policy tools is selected based on the
object and background.

The policy implementation module is the systematization of organizational cognition
(Figure 6d). The organizational cognition spiral is a theoretical tool to measure the inter-
action mode between organizational cognition and policy choice. The research carried
out in an existing paradigm does not mean that the practice activities should be carried
out in accordance with the fixed process in policy choice, but when crisis management
and crisis learning are needed, attention should be paid to the key points of cognition in
other modules while focusing on different nodes in each cognitive development stage, so
as to make the policy choices in each epidemic period scientific and rational and to release
the key points in the policy choices of epidemic risk prevention and control through the
paradigm of the organizational cognitive spiral.

5.2. Key Points of Policy Selection for Epidemic Risk Prevention

The policy selection process of epidemic risk prevention and control does not rely
on an absolutely fixed template but has different focuses in different stages of epidemic
development. The key points of policy selection of epidemic prevention and control can be
separated from the organizational cognition node according to the results of case analysis,
and thus a multi-source data list system supporting policy selection can be obtained.

Firstly, a policy node coordinate system was constructed according to the interactive
system of organizational cognition and policy choice of epidemic risk (see Figure 7). The
horizontal axis is the level of organizational cognition, and the vertical axis is the degree
of policy tightness. According to different degrees and combinations, it can be set up as a
nine-house pattern, and each house is an observation matrix formed by the intersection
of organizational cognition and policy choice. The rows of the matrix are represented as
policy choice modules, and the columns of the matrix are, respectively, policy objects, policy
environments, policy tools, and policy implementation, and the columns of the matrix
are represented as organizational cognitive nodes, namely cognitive initiation, cognitive
development, cognitive evolution, and cognitive feedback.

Secondly, according to the landmark events that occurred before the decision-
making body made policy choices in the three cases, the key event matrix of policy
choices in the three cases can be constructed (see Figure 7). Among them, the first
table represents the policy choice points in Case <1>, the second one represents the
outcome choice points in Case <2>, and the third one represents the policy choice points
in Case <3>. By comparing the event matrix of policy choice points, it can be seen that
the priorities of policy choice are different at different stages of the epidemic life cycle.
According to the development of time, the main points of emphasis in the policy choice
matrix are represented by the gradual transition from the upper left corner of the matrix
to the lower right corner of the matrix.

Finally, the key features of policy selection in the matrix are summarized. From
the perspective of the process, with the development of the epidemic, the prevention
and control organizations will have more and more information about the epidemic, and
the focus of policy selection will transition from the early stage of the organizational
cognition and policy selection process to the later stage, and the characteristic events can
be summarized and integrated in a descriptive matrix (see Table 4).
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6. Results

Firstly, in the early stage of the epidemic, the influence nodes of policy selection
are mainly distributed in the intersection of policy objects, policy environment, and the
initiation, development, and evolution of cognition. In summary, the intersection of policy
objects and cognitive evolution, a31, and the intersection of policy environment and cogni-
tive development, a22, played the most critical role in policy selection in the early stages
of the epidemic. In the case of the Wuhan epidemic, it was the expert group that changed
the existing cognition of public organizations on the human-to-human transmission of
the epidemic, anticipated the spatio-temporal coupling of the epidemic and the Spring
Festival travel rush in the next few days, and chose and implemented an efficient Lockdown
strategy, which contained the spread of the domestic epidemic risk in a relatively short
period of time.

Secondly, in the middle stage of the epidemic, the influence nodes of policy selection
are mainly distributed in the intersection of policy environment, policy tools, and the
development and evolution of cognition. From case analysis and epidemic risk prevention
and control practice, it can be seen that the role of tool innovation is mainly concentrated in
the middle stage of epidemic development. The accumulation of cognition in the early stage
proved sufficient for the development work, and the urgent need for normal prevention
and control provided the necessity. At the end of the epidemic, the focus is no longer
on tool innovation but on changing policy preferences based on continuous assessment
of policy targets and the policy environment. Therefore, in summary, the intersection of
policy objects and cognitive evolution (a31) still plays a key role in policy selection, while
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the intersection of policy tools and cognitive evolution (a33) provides important technical
support for global static control strategies.

Thirdly, at the end of the epidemic, the influence nodes of policy selection are mainly
distributed in the intersection of policy environment, policy implementation, cognitive evo-
lution, and cognitive feedback. In the winter epidemic of 2022, public health organizations
found, through node a41, that the risk prevention measures for early virus transmission
could not adapt to the latest epidemic trend, and adjusted policies by issuing epidemic
prevention and control measures to investigate the public opinion response and impact
trend of policy choices in advance (a34). Finally, the Class B and Treat as B strategy was
officially implemented ten days after the policy was released through the consideration of
multiple objectives and systematic research and judgment.

7. Discussion

This study conducted a comprehensive qualitative analysis of organizational cognitive
processes and policy choices under epidemic risk, revealing the key points and influencing
factors of policy choices at different stages. These findings provide important implications
in the face of the potential global pandemic risk of highly virulent infectious diseases such
as Disease X.

First of all, when risks are incubated, the government’s accurate judgment of risks
will directly affect the formulation of prevention and control strategies. Because the risk of
Disease X is highly uncertain and devastating, governments need to quickly and accurately
identify risks, assess their possible impacts and harm, and develop appropriate prevention
and control strategies. Therefore, strengthening the construction of risk monitoring and
early warning systems and improving the cognitive ability of epidemic risk organizations
are key to effectively dealing with the risk of Disease X.

Secondly, when the risk has been transformed into an outbreak event, environmental
coupling and innovation in policy tools become key to policy choices. In the process of
coping with the risk of Disease X, government organizations also need to constantly adjust
and improve prevention and control strategies to adapt to changes in risk situations. The
innovation and application of policy tools will play an important role, such as the use of
advanced technologies, such as big data and artificial intelligence for risk monitoring and
forecasting, to provide a more scientific and accurate basis for policy making. At the same
time, the changing policy environment also requires greater flexibility and adaptability on
the part of the government, which should understand and implement effective strategies
at every stage to mitigate negative social communication impacts, ultimately leading to
smoother and more effective responses to similar incidents.

Thirdly, as epidemic risks recede, the intersection of cognitive evolution and cognitive
feedback becomes central to policy choices. Governments need to evaluate and reflect on
the effects of prevention and control strategies and policies in the early stages. By collecting
and analyzing feedback information from various aspects, the government objectively
evaluates the prevention and control effect and summarizes the experience and lessons to
provide reference and guidance for future risk prevention and control work. At the same
time, the establishment of a sound feedback mechanism and adjustment mechanism is also
an important guarantee to ensure the continuity and stability of policies.

Finally, although this study mainly discussed the choice of the tightness of preven-
tion and control policy from the perspective of organizational cognition, the influence of
environmental factors and virus characteristics on policy choice was discussed. On the
one hand, the impact of population mobility on policy choices is inevitable. During the
epidemic, the government may take more stringent measures to limit the movement of
people across the region and reduce the risk of the virus spreading. When formulating
policies, organizations need to fully consider population movement data, predict its
impact on the spread of the epidemic, and adjust policy flexibility accordingly. On the
other hand, natural environmental factors such as temperature will also have an impact
on the development of the epidemic and policy choices. The activity, survival, and
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transmissibility of the virus may vary under certain temperature conditions. Therefore,
when formulating epidemic prevention policies, the government needs to timely adjust
prevention and control measures to meet the challenges of epidemics in different seasons.
In addition, there are significant differences between viral and bacterial outbreaks in
terms of transmission mechanisms, infection symptoms, and treatment methods, so
different prevention and control strategies need to be formulated. For viral outbreaks,
governments may focus more on measures such as isolation, testing, and vaccination.
For bacterial outbreaks, policies may focus more on improving sanitation, antibiotic
use, and so on. When formulating epidemic prevention policies, the government needs
to take these factors into account, combined with the development of organizational
cognition, and constantly adjust and optimize prevention and control strategies to cope
with the complex and changeable epidemic challenges.

8. Conclusions

Continuously improving epidemic risk organizational cognition and dynamically
adjusting epidemic prevention policy choice nodes are the only ways to continuously
improve the epidemic risk management ability of public health organizations. Therefore,
this paper first analyzes the policy selection process and organizational cognition stage of
epidemic prevention in the Wuhan epidemic, the Shanghai epidemic, and the winter 2022
epidemic, and then obtains key events and phased characteristics. On this basis, the organi-
zational awareness spiral for epidemic risk management is described, and the key nodes
are obtained. Finally, based on the construction of the interactive system of organizational
cognition and policy choice, the key points of epidemic prevention policy tightness were
explored by forming a cross-matrix of organizational cognition and policy choice. Through
the TSCCA method, we find that the key points of policy choice have significant stage
characteristics, and risk characteristics, environmental coupling, development, and use of
governance tools play key leading roles. However, due to research tendency and paper
length, qualitative analysis is mainly relied on as the research method, and validation based
on quantitative analysis has not been fully integrated. Future research may consider using
quantitative methods, such as statistical modeling or big data analysis, to more accurately
reveal the key points and influencing factors of epidemic risk policy choices. Meanwhile,
this study mainly focused on the epidemic situation in specific regions and time periods,
and the generalizability and extensibility of its conclusions may be limited to some extent,
which needs to be verified in a wider context and sample in future studies.
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